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Abstract: A Digital Twin is the concept of creating a digital replica of physical models (such as a robot).
This is similar to establishing a simulation using a robot operating system (ROS) or other industrial-
owned platforms to simulate robot operations and sending the details to the robot controller. In
this paper, we propose a Digital Twin model that assists in the online/remote programming of a
robotic cell by creating a 3D digital environment of a real-world configuration. Our Digital Twin
model consists of two components, (1) a physical model: FANUC robot (M-10iA/12), and (2) a digital
model: Unity (a gaming platform) that comes with specialized plugins for virtual and augmented
reality devices. One of the main challenges in the existing approach of robot programming is writing
and modifying code for a robot trajectory that is eased in our framework using a Digital Twin. Using
a Digital Twin setup along with Virtual Reality, we observe the trajectory replication between digital
and physical robots. The simulation analysis provided a latency of approximately 40 ms with an error
range of −0.28 to 0.28° across the robot joint movements in a simulation environment and −0.3 to
0.3° across the actual robot joint movements. Therefore, we can conclude that our developed model
is suitable for industrial applications.

Keywords: digital twin; robot programming; virtual reality; FANUC

1. Introduction

At present, nearly all industrial simulation software is based on an offline simulation,
where we set up the simulation environment and generate a program, which can be
transferred to a physical system [1]. However, the programs developed through offline
simulation environments lack accuracy, which results in time-consuming rework overhead
on physical models [2]. To overcome this limitation, the Digital Twin comes with the Online
Simulation, allowing one to connect with the robot and move it along the desired path on
the simulation screen and actual model.

However, one of the challenging tasks of these Digital Twin models is to create and
connect them with the actual model, as this requires a well-defined digital 3D structure [3].
Generally, for industrial purposes, CAD software for 3D modeling is used. However, at
present, CAD software does not support file formats, such as filmbox (.fbx), collado (.dae),
that are supported by game engines [4].

Game engines are proven to be excellent in terms of graphics displays [5]. The level of
detail that can be shown or designed on gaming platforms is one of the missing components
from existing industrial simulation software present in the market. In addition to their
enhanced graphics, these game engines provide an excellent environment for generating
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synthetic data. For example, gathering data for an artificial intelligence (AI) model for pick
and place applications under different illumination intensities is a time-consuming and
challenging task in a physical environment. However, on a gaming engine, all it takes is an
understanding of ray-light interaction, and then a large amount of training data for the AI
model can be generated in a short period of time.

In this work, we created a digital setup of a FANUC robot. The developed digital
model has the capability to generate the program for the actual robot setup. One can argue
that there are already many simulation software programs present in the industry that can
help to create a program, but they come with an additional cost or are limited to a single
robot type. To overcome these limitations, gaming engines for industrial applications have
been utilized, which comes with prepacked packages for integration of Virtual, Augmented,
and Mixed Reality devices from different manufacturers that are missing in the available
simulation software.

1.1. Highlights

The work in this paper covers the following:

1. Digital Twin model: Developed a digital 3D model using Unity (game engine) that
generates a program for the physical robot (PR). In particular, we used the FANUC
robot model M-10iA/12 and tested the program on the PR (Section 3.2.1).

2. Communication Setup: Established a communication channel between Digital and
PR for exchanging required data, such as joint angles and actual robot status signals
(Section 3.2.7).

3. Virtual Reality (VR) Interface: Created a VR environment on the Unity platform. For
visualizing the VR environment, we used the HTC VIVE VR device (Section 3.2.8).

1.2. Contribution

The contributions of this research work are three-fold:

1. The key contribution of this paper is that we developed a Digital Twin model of an
industrial robot, which helps in controlling a PR in synchronization with a digital model
for a desired robot trajectory. This is usually done offline or manually [6–8]. However,
using our framework, the trajectory points are stored locally or sent online/remotely via
a real-time communication setup.

2. Next, we surveyed to check the ease of robot programming using our model. The
participants found that the created virtual environment is interactive and easy to use
for robotic operations. On average, participants rated 3 on a scale of 0–10, where 0
means very easy and 10 represents highly difficult.

3. In certain works [9,10], twin models in robotics were also developed using a game
engine environment; however, the same platform (DOT NET to DOT NET) was used
for data exchange/controlling. However, we developed communication across two
different platforms (Dot Net to KAREL) as a part of our effort.

1.3. Organization

The rest of the workflow is as follows. Next, we discuss the related work. Then,
the methodology includes a description of devices used in this work along with our
proposed model in Section 3. The results and analysis of the experimentation are presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the sustainability of the developed solution and
highlighted some use case scenarios. Finally, a conclusion with a discussion of future
directions is covered in Section 6.

2. Related Work

For the last two decades, researchers have been working on the development of Digital
Twin models. However, this has recently attracted a lot of attention, and work is being done
in a variety of research industries ranging from medical to the industrial manufacturing
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sector as, unlike other simulation environments, it provides two-way communication
between physical and digital robot models along with a 3D view of the environment.

A Digital Twin maps a physical object or process with a digital environment that
enables simulation, education [11–13], prediction, and optimization [8,14] and helps in
product design and simulating manufacturing systems [15–18], and processes [19]. Robotic
applications [20] are the specific area of the Digital Twin domain, focusing on the ease
of programming.

In [21], the authors conducted an experiment with Mixed reality (MR) for interactive
robot programming. The researchers further compared the MR with VR and created
a framework to program different shapes using MR. In another work [22], the authors
proposed a model that encapsulates offline robot programming with VR. However, this
work used external magnetic sensors to generate the program. In another similar work, [23],
communication was established between the KUKA robot and VR device over a Modbus
TCP/IP interface. The authors tested the feasibility of controlling a robot; however, work
for defining the complete trajectories was missing.

In another line of work, research groups from the University of Oviedo and the Idonial
center of Technology created a Digital Twin of a manufacturing cell [24] and studied the
effectiveness of Digital Twin for robotic applications with various parameters, such as
acquisition costs, robots from different manufacturers, human–robot collaboration, virtual
reality, environment customization, usability for training.

Since Industry 4.0 is in high demand [25,26], this research is moving towards the
creation of intelligent and resilient systems. The study shows an implementation of a
knowledge-driven Digital Twin manufacturing cell (KDTMC) [27]. KDTMC approach
targets an intelligent manufacturing system that supports autonomous manufacturing by
integrating perception, simulation, prediction, optimization, and controlling strategy. This
work utilizes the Digital Twin to study the manufacturing cell and integrate intelligence
into it.

In addition to this, there have been different approaches and methods used by other
researchers for the implementation of a digital twin. In a recent paper, a research group
conceptualized a digital twin with a five-dimensional framework [28] that represents the
complex relationship between digital twin objects and their attributes. In another work,
a reference model for a digital twin was introduced, where it is provided as a service,
Digital Twin as a Service (DTaaS) in Industry 4.0 [29]. As the manufacturing sector is
focusing on optimizing energy consumption, the researcher worked on utilizing a digital
twin for implementation of Industry 4.0 in the field of construction as well as smart
cities with a primary focus towards optimizing the energy consumption and maximizing
productivity [30].

In our experimentation, a PR is controlled via a digital model that operates in the
virtual environment. There are certain robot status signals that are being captured and
are necessary for any twin model, which are not mentioned in the existing literature.
Additionally, this work has elaborated more on the controlling algorithms used in the
physical and digital setup, compares the joint movement, and visualizes the errors between
guided and executed joint angles.

3. Methodology
3.1. Experimental Devices

Here, the experimental setup is explained, which includes two components. The first
component is a Robot. In this experimentation, we used the FANUC robot. The second
main component of this setup is the VR controller, for which the HTC Vive VR device
was used.

3.1.1. Robot

In this work, the FANUC robot model M-10iA/12 is used for experimentation. This is
a hollow arm design that provides space for cable integration inside robot arm links rather
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than outside [31]. Such design protects the cables from wear and tear, making maintenance
more manageable and lowering maintenance costs. Another benefit of the hollow arm is
the high productivity and shortened cycle times due to the rigid arm and servo motors
by allowing increasing speed during operation. The specifications and other information
related to robot joint speed and robot motion range are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. FANUC Robot M-10iA/12 Specifications [31].

Robot Specifications Motion Speed Motion Range

Axes: 6 J1: 230°/s (4.01 rad/s) J1: +340° −360°
Payload: 12 kg J2: 225°/s (3.93 rad/s) J2: ±250°

H-Reach: 1420 mm J3: 230°/s (4.01 rad/s) J3: ±447°
Repeatability: ±0.8 mm J4: 430°/s (7.5 rad/s) J4: ±380°

Robot Mass: 130 kg J5: 430°/s (7.5 rad/s) J5: ±380°
Structure: Articulated J6: 230°/s (11 rad/s) J6: ±720°

Mounting: Floor, Inverted, Angle

Table 1 column-1 shows the robot specifications like the number of axes is 6, the mass
of the robot body being 130 kg, its lifting capacity is 12 kg, etc. The lifting capacity is a
sum: (end effector/gripper weight+ component weight). The end effector/gripper is an
attachment to the sixth axis of a robot, and its design depends on the type of application a
robot has to handle. The component weight is the object weight that the robot needs to lift
using its end-effector/gripper. Individual joints speed limits in mm/s, and rotation limits
in degrees are also defined in Table 1 columns 2 and 3, respectively.

3.1.2. VR Device

The next main component of this experimental setup is a VR device. HTC Vive is
a Virtual Reality (VR) device that is used to project a virtual environment. The virtual
environment is developed digitally. In this case, we developed a digital environment for a
robot using a Unity platform. There are many VR devices that are available in the market,
such as Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Valve, and Sony. Each year there have been continuous
improvements in graphics and controls using VR devices in virtual environments.

As in this case, we used HTC Vive due to its availability in our lab. In particular, we
are utilizing the HTC Vive VR device [32]. However, any VR model can be used for a
virtual environment projection. The two main units of any VR device are:

1. A central Head-Mounted Device (HMD) unit equipped with a camera: This unit
helps in immersing a digital view into the real world. It acts as an eye in a virtual
environment and helps to visualize the virtual scenes.

2. Handheld controllers: To perform any action in the VR world, controllers act as a
human hand. The actions defined in SDK of Vive are defined similarly to our daily
routine work with human hands, such as grab, hold, button push, etc.

Table 2 shows the specifications of the VR device [33]. The “Field of View (FOV)”
defines the range covered with cameras that are mounted in HMD. In this device, a single
camera is embedded in HMD. However, in the newer version, two cameras are used
to increase the FOV. The HMD refresh rate defines the virtual view capturing rate, and
the “pose refresh rate” defines the rate of capturing pose actions performed in a virtual
environment using a handheld controller, which is 4 ms (milliseconds). To create a specific
action or to interact with objects in a VR environment, SteamVR is used.

SteamVR is an interface that comes along with its software development kit (SDK)
that provides an extensive library to assign and read controllers actions, such as grabbing
components, hitting an object, teleporting, and many other human body actions. These can
be implemented by using this SDK inside the VR environment [34].
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Table 2. HTC Vive specifications of the headset along with cntrollers.

Display refresh rate 90 Hz

Resolution each eye 1080 × 1200

Field of View (FOV) 110°

HMD refresh rate 225 Hz

Controller Pose refresh rate 250 Hz

3.2. Proposed Framework

Here, we discuss our architecture for establishing a twin model. A twin model consists
of two sections, the Physical and Digital sections. A Physical section consists of a PR, which
is manufactured by robotic companies. A few examples of manufacturer of industrial
robots are FANUC, ABB, and KUKA, that produce PR. In this work, we created a Digital
Twin of the FANUC robot. Our work mainly focuses on the digital section, as it is a main
missing component for creating a Digital Twin for industrial robotics. However, a PR still
requires scripts development to control and communicate with a Digital Twin. The digital
section includes creating a digital replica of a PR, with which we can control or program
a PR.

Figure 1 shows the architecture that defines the steps of creating a digital model and
establishes communication between PR and digital robot. Our model of DT is divided into
two main sections:

1. Digital Robot
2. Physical Robot (PR)

Figure 1. Control cycle between a Digital and Physical model. This figure is divided into six steps,
step (1) shows a Twin model of robot in a gaming engine, (2) VR device interface, (3) Inverse
Kinematics algorithm (BioIK), (4) Data Communication between a Digital robot and PR over socket
messaging, (5) Actual Robot, and (6) Forward Kinematics algorithm that runs on the robot.

The components of both sections can be divided into two categories; hardware and
software. For example, in Figure 1, the HTC Vive device is a hardware component (HW)
that is used in the Digital section, whereas Inverse Kinematic is a software component (SW)
that is used to calculate the joint angles of the robot for its desired movement. The layout is
explained in six steps as follows:

1. In step-1, we create a digital model of a robot that controls the PR. The gaming
platform is used to set up a digital model, and the process of creating a digital model
is explained in Section 3.2.1.

2. Once the digital model is established, we need to provide a VR interface using a VR
device. The VR interface is programmed through the OpenVR package of the Unity
platform. This VR device controls the robot movement of both digital and PR.

3. When a VR controller moves in the digital environment, it generates a position value
for the movement of a robot arm. This position value is fed to BioIK, which is provided
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via Unity assets, for calculating inverse kinematic (IK). The IK generates the joint
angles for individual robot joints to reach the position defined by the VR controller.

4. After generating the joint angle values, these values need to be communicated to PR
to move it to the desired position as defined by the VR controller. This is achieved
with the help of socket messaging. Socket messaging is a server-client communication
channel created in this work between a digital model and a PR.

5. The FANUC PR supports the KAREL programming language. Therefore, the coding
for establishing communication (Digital model and PR) and replicating VR move-
ments in PR is done in KAREL.

6. Once a PR receives the joint angle data, it is processed with the help of Forward
Kinematics (FK). FK converts the joint angle data to position data in a 3D space.
Finally, this position data is transferred back to the PR.

3.2.1. Creation of Digital Model

As mentioned earlier, a digital model is a digital replica of a PR. To define this replica,
we first create a 3D drawing of a PR, also known as a CAD model. Almost every robotic
company provides a CAD file of their robot. This CAD file includes the details of the
dimensions of robot links and the position of joints between these links. The CAD file can
be extracted in CAD software, such as SolidWorks or CATIA.

In our experimental setup, to create a digital model, we need to project the CAD file
in a gaming engine. However, this CAD file cannot be imported directly into a gaming
platform. There are specific details, such as parent–child relation and pivot point (for
details refer Section 3.2.2), that have to be added to CAD drawing to use it in a game engine
(Unity game engine or Unity is considered in this work). Such details can be added by
using computer graphics software like Blender/Maya 3D. In this work, we employ Blender
computer graphics software to incorporate additional details into the CAD file.

3.2.2. CAD Rendering in Computer Graphics Software

This work utilizes a FANUC Robot model M-10iA/12 (already discussed in Section 3.1.1).
As discussed, to create its twin model, we first need to process its CAD file. The CAD file of
the robot is accessed in SolidWorks and exported in stl format, which is accepted by blender
software. In a blender, the Parent–Child relationship is defined, where the Base is a parent, and
consecutive links are the child to it. Figure 2a shows a 3D model in the blender, and all the
six-axis/links (Axis-1, Axis-2, Axis-3, Axis-4, Axis-5, and Axis-6) are marked. In Figure 2a,
“Base” is also marked, which is a parent to all the links.

“Axis-1” is a child to “Base” and parent to “Axis-2”, and a similar parent–child relation-
ship exists among other axis/links. This parent–child relationship is established in blender
software. A tree structure of parent–child relationships among links is shown in Figure 2b.
The concept behind establishing this relationship is to control the movement. For example, if
we rotate “Axis-1”, then rest all links from “Axis-2” to “Axis-6” will move along with it, as
“Axis-1” is defined as a parent to “Axis-2” to “Axis-6”, but it will not affect the movement of
the Base. However, if we move Base, the entire model will move along with it.

In addition to the information mentioned above, the pivot point of each link must be
specified. A pivot point, also known as a joint central point, is a point around which the
motion of a link is defined [35]. Thus, the parent–child relation specifies the movement of
the links, and the pivot point represents the joint movement, forming the complete model.
Finally, the defined model is exported from the blender software in fbx (film box) format.

By default, the links are pivoted with respect to the center of origin of an individual
link. However, this results in the wrong move as the movements are programmed for this
point. Thus, the pivot point position is corrected using Blender, as shown in Figure 3, for
all six joints of the robot arm.
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(a) 3D model with axis. (b) Parent–child relation.

Figure 2. 3D model in Blender software.

(a) Link-1 (b) Link-2 (c) Link-3

(d) Link-4 (e) Link-5 (f) Link-6

Figure 3. Defining Pivot Points across the links of a robot arm.

3.2.3. Import 3D Model in Unity

After adding the details to the CAD file in a blender, a digital model is exported from
blender software in fbx format and is ready for animation and scripting inside the Unity
platform. After importing the model in the Unity platform, some additional components
are added to the digital robot, such as the Ground Plane, Robot Bench, Component Bench,
Component, and Robot (see Figure 4). From a simulation perspective, this environment
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should replicate the actual robot setup. The programming accuracy is highly dependent
on these additional details, e.g., the height of the robot bench, height, and distance of the
component with respect to a robot. Any mismatch between the dimensions of these details
can lead to errors in robot movement.

Figure 4a shows a unity environment setup. It also shows a setup of the robot with
respect to its operating table (component bench). A similar setup is shown in Figure 4b,
which reflects an actual robotic cell environment. In this paper, the feasibility is tested
on Roboguide software. Roboguide is FANUC’s proprietary software that is used in the
industry for simulation, program generation, and testing. It incorporates all the details
of robot joints, starting from a joint encoder to controller details. The robot model in
Roboguide software is considered as a PR in the testing environment for our work.

(a) Unity environment. (b) Physical setup.

Figure 4. Robot setup and the environment.

3.2.4. Defining Tool Center Point (TCP)

The robot model is associated with specific frames of reference in a 3D space, such as
the World Frame and tool Center frame known as tool center point (TCP) [36]. The robot
movement is defined with respect to its TCP, which is typically located at the center of the
end-effector in most applications. The end-effector is an operational tool attached to the
robot structure and performs a desired task, such as grabbing a component, welding, or
some other application specified tasks. The end-effector changes as per the application. In
this experimentation, we considered a welding end-effector and a TCP, which is defined at
the tip of the end-effector as shown in Figure 5b.

(a) PR tool center point. (b) Digital robot tool center point.

Figure 5. Tool center point.
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Additional to this, in some cases, a User Frame is defined for components. The
commanded coordinates for the movement of the end-effector joint can be either defined
relative to the TCP or user frame. The User frame is a frame attached to the working area
of the component, where components are placed for robotic operations. In this case, we
tested the robotic movement with respect to its TCP. TCP of the digital model should be
as close as possible to the TCP of the physical model. The closer the value, the higher the
accuracy between them. Figure 5a shows a TCP of a PR, and Figure 5b exhibits the TCP of
the digital model.

Here, TCP is an imaginary point that is defined as per the application and end-effector
design. In this case, since the target is to control and program in the digital model, we
attached a component shown in green color in Figure 5b for visualization purposes. The
relative pose of the hand in a virtual environment is determined by the position of the
TCP. Once we capture the digital TCP with a VR controller, the robot achieves an updated
position relative to the TCP.

3.2.5. Inverse Kinematic (IK) for Digital Model

For any mechanical structure, starting from a 2-link to an n-link robot arm, an algo-
rithm is required to calculate its joint angles to reach a specific point in 3D space, which is
done using IK.

As already discussed in Section 3.1.1, in this experimentation, we used a six-link robot
arm. To calculate its joint angles, the BioIK package from Unity Asset was used.

BioIK is a more dynamic single solution package, which can be plugged into any
n-link model. Figure 6 shows the parameter settings for a model definition. The main
parameters for this model are velocity and acceleration, which may vary for specific robot
models. In this case, we refer to Table 1, column 2 (shown in Section 3.1.1), which shows
the individual joint speed in radians per second (rad/s). In this case, we considered an
average of 5 rad/s, and it generates data considering this value for all joints.

Figure 6. BioIK parameters.

3.2.6. Tranform Matrix between Unity and Physical Robot (PR)

In addition to the above details, to successfully mimic the movement of a PR with its
digital model we must look into the coordinate system. The model in Unity and the PR
may have a different coordinate system, where Unity uses a left-handed coordinate system,
Y points upward, Z points to the right and X toward the viewer with positive rotation in
a clockwise direction. The FANUC robot follows different orientations Z points Upward,
Y to the right, and X toward the viewer. The coordinates of both the digital model and
physical model are shown in Figure 7. Here, Figure 7a shows Unity coordinate where Z is
pointing upwards and Figure 7b shows X coordinate points upwards.
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(a) Coordinates in unity space. (b) Coordinates in physical space.

Figure 7. Coordinates system.

With the help of the transform matrix, the Cartesian coordinates of the Unity model can
be transformed to Cartesian coordinates of a PR system using the Hadamard product [37–39]
as shown in Equation (1):

J1ux J1uy J1uz
J2ux J2uy J2uz
J3ux J3uy J3uz
J4ux J4uy J4uz
J5ux J5uy J5uz
J6ux J6uy J6uz

°



0 0 −1
0 −1 −0
0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 1 0
−1 0 0

 =



J1 f x J1 f y J1 f z
J2 f x J2 f y J2 f z
J3 f x J3 f y J3 f z
J4 f x J4 f y J4 f z
J5 f x J5 f y J5 f z
J6 f x J6 f y J6 f z


(1)

where, J1 f x, J1 f y, and J1 f z show the X, Y, and Z components of J1 joint for FANUC
robot, respectively, and J1ux, J1uy, and J1uz indicate the X, Y, and Z components of the
J1 joint of the Unity digital model. With the help of element-wise multiplication or the
Hadamard product, we transformed the Unity Cartesian coordinates for the J1–J6 joints to
PR joint coordinates.

3.2.7. Communication Channel

After establishing the digital model in the gaming engine, next comes selecting a
communication link between the Digital and Physical model, which is the backbone of the
Digital Twin.

FANUC robots support various communication protocols, starting from Modbus
TCP/IP to Dot Net-based API. However, the types of data that can be accessed using these
communication protocols are minimal. Most of the protocols support position registers,
as well as digital input and output registers. These communication methods are easy to
implement as a base code for this is provided by the company.

There exist another communication protocol known as socket messaging, which is
based on Client-Server architecture. It is one of the oldest client–server-based protocols
and is used in many industrial devices. In the case of FANUC robots, the KAREL pro-
gramming language compiler is available, and, by using this compiler, the required socket
messaging channel is written (for both Client and Server) with customized functions for
motion execution.

Talking about the KAREL programming language, KAREL is an educational program-
ming language designed for beginners by Richard E. Pattis in 1981 and adapted to use in
programming robots and is named after Karel Čapek. He introduced the word “Robot” [40].
The benefits of using the KAREL programming language are two-folded. First, the KAREL
programming language is native to FANUC robots. Second, FANUC KAREL enlists the
functions to handle robot motion commands and provides access to all data registers from
system variables to digital signals. Thus, we implemented a socket messaging server with
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KAREL usage that receives joint angle data from the socket client, shares robot status data
to its client, and calls the motion execution function.

On the unity platform, the socket messaging client is written in C# script. Now, both
physical and digital models are ready to communicate via socket channel. After a successful
handshake between Unity and Robot Controller, as shown in Figure 8, required data can
be exchanged between them.

Figure 8. Communication channel setup between the Physical and Digital robot.

Programming for Communication Setup: The programming part is designed consid-
ering the modularity of adding features to the robot both on the physical and digital sides.
In this experimentation, the Unity scripts are divided into three parts:

1. Socket server client: Responsible for initiating a connection with socket server written
on the robot side.

2. Reading and sending data: This script reads the robot joints data, which is generated
by IK, and sends it to the robot over socket messaging port.

3. Data recording: If the Digital Twin is not connected to the PR, a provision is created
to temporarily store the data inside the Unity environment in a text file format. In
addition to this, work has also been done to save the data sent to the robot via socket
client in PR memory for its repetitive operations.

3.2.8. Virtual Reality (VR) Interface

VR interface is present in the gaming industry for a long time. Currently, companies
and researchers have been exploring the possibilities to utilize this technology in different
sectors as well. The manufacturing industry is one of them, and they are exploring the
benefits and use cases of VR interface. In this experimentation, we integrated VR with
an industrial robot, with the scope of easing the programming and monitoring robotic
actions. In the traditional approach, to program a robot for a specific task, we teach the
intermediate points via teach pendant or by guiding a robot by holding its axes (also known
as collaborative robots) and save these intermediate points inside robot memory. However,
to successfully guide and generate an effective path requires training and experience for
the operators.

Setting VR Environment in Unity: In contrast to the existing approach, the VR
interface provides a simplified way of programming the desired trajectory. In this work,
HTC Vive is used to interact with the robot. This interaction is facilitated using the robot’s
digital model in a virtual environment that is created on a Unity platform.

In a virtual environment, the VR controller generates a new position by holding the
digital model’s TCP and guiding it around the component/region of interest. The updated
position data is sent to an inverse kinematic algorithm, and the algorithm generates the
corresponding joint angles for the robot joints to reach the updated position of TCP. By
doing so, the tip of the end-effector follows the TCP and generates an entire program from
the initial position to the complete trajectory. Figure 9 shows controlling of twin model in a
virtual environment using VR controller.
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Figure 9. Controlling the twin model via virtual reality controller.

4. Experimentation and Results

We experimented to analyze the responsiveness and feasibility of the twin model to
generate a robot trajectory program for a PR. We consider the setup environment as shown in
Figure 4. The component for which the trajectory is generated is highlighted in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Trajectory component.

By holding a VR controller in the digital environment, we traced the circular edge of
the above component and generated a trajectory from the robot’s initial position to its final
position. We studied various parameters that focus on the capability for real industrial
applications, such as time delay, trajectory replication on the PR side.

4.1. Time Delay

First, we examined the time-lapse between the digital model and PR to exchange the
data. As per the experiment’s setup, the time-lapse for transferring the joint angles (six joint
angles in this experimentation) data of the digital model to the PR model was observed.
We analyzed that using socket messaging takes approximately 40 ms (milliseconds) to
transfer the joint data and read robot status signals in a digital setup. This is a considerable
improvement compared to the 150 ms that was reported in previous research [41].

The process for calculating the time delay is explained step-by-step in Algorithm 1.
Given the socket client object (S) that is connected to the Digital Twin socket server. Now, S
is able to read robot joint data by using the READ command. The output of the algorithm is
average latency (L). In steps 4–12, we are reading the robot joint data in between start_time
and end_time, the moment a keyword “bye” is received by S, it understands that there is
no more data, and it terminates the loop. In the end, the total time difference is divided by
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the number of values received, i.e., c, which gives us a total latency L or total time taken
over a client-socket communication channel to receive robot joint angles for one trajectory.

Algorithm 1: Time Delay Calculation

1 Input: Socket Client Object, S; where S is the socket client that is connected to the
server.

2 Output: Average Latency/Time taken by socket server to send robot joint data to
client, L.

3 Initialization: Empty file, F; Count variable, c = 0; L = 0.
4 var = READ(S)
5 while var != "bye" do
6 start_time = System current time;
7 append var in F; // READ(S) read one row containing robot joint

data.
8 var = READ(S);
9 end_time = System current time;

10 time_diff = end_time - start_time; // Calculates time taken to receive a
set of joint data for 6-joint robot

11 L = L + time_diff; // Calculates total time for receiving joint data
for a complete trajectory

12 c = c+1;
13 end
14 L = L/c; // Calculates average value of latency

4.2. Joint Movement Analysis of Simulation Platforms (Digital Twin and Roboguide)

Now, let us dive into the accuracy of robot movement attained in a Digital Twin
process. Figure 11 shows a trajectory path created via VR controller movement in the
virtual environment. The path traced by the TCP of a robot is plotted in a 3D graph. Here
the movement in 3D space is in mm (millimeters).
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Figure 11. Robot trajectory (axis values in mm).

For the above trajectory, Figure 12, shows the range of movement of joints J1–J6 (in
degree) of a robot arm to attain the intermediate points across the motion path. At every
step, when the TCP position is updated, the IK algorithm generates a new set of Joint
angles (J1–J6).
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Figure 12. Range of movement of individual joints.

After looking into the trajectory and joint angle movement, let us compare the joint
movement data of digital and PR, as we discussed earlier in Section 3.2.5 that on digital
and PR model, we are using IK and forward kinematics (FK) algorithms. As a result, there
is a possibility of some difference in the Commanded and Executed Joint movements.

Figure 13 shows the difference between commanded joint angles, which is the data
generated from the digital robot model and executed motion in a PR. It is observed that
the value of error across each joint J1–J6 varies from 0.01° and 0.28° on the positive range
of motion.

Figure 13. Difference between the Commanded (IK) and Executed (FK) joint angles.

Table 3, shows the range of movement of robot joints for a specific component, compo-
nent already shown in Figure 10. Columns 2 and 3 indicate the minimum and maximum
value of joint movement in degree, and columns 4 and 5 show the range of errors recorded
in PR, where the joint movement is executed with the FK algorithm. Similarly, we created
a random trajectory and showed the range of motion and error values in columns 6 to 9.
From Table 3, it can be observe that the range of error is between −0.28 to 0.28°.

Therefore, we can infer that this error value is quite low (in respect of industrial robots).
The error is at its peak at the start and end of a trajectory. There can be two different factors
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contributing to this error, (1) error can be due to acceleration and deceleration cycle across
robot joints, and (2) can be induced by the conversion process of IK to FK.

Table 3. The joint movement for specific and random trajectory, movement range, and error range
shows the minimum and maximum values in degrees.

Component Trajectory Random Trajectory

Movement Range Error Range Movement Range Error Range

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

J1 −18.800 0.100 −0.138 0.077 −4.220 39.800 −0.131 0.148

J2 −9.300 30.300 −0.092 0.077 −43.200 19.900 −0.112 0.125

J3 −51.900 0.000 −0.092 0.077 −38.400 22.200 −0.139 0.155

J4 −89.900 11.100 −0.232 0.277 −89.400 63.600 −0.255 0.282

J5 −47.900 39.500 −0.185 0.155 −48.200 79.400 −0.282 0.216

J6 −0.100 62.900 −0.270 0.232 −28.6 90 −0.212 0.226

To analyze the cause of error, a random trajectory is generated in VR, and we analyzed
the errors across the joints of the PR. Figure 14 shows the range of movement of a robot
arm joint angles. The purpose of the random movement is to obtain more details on the
error. Whether it increases with an increase in joint movement range or it depends on
acceleration and deceleration cycle.

Figure 14. Joint angle movement for a random trajectory.

Figure 15, shows the same error range as compared to Figure 13, even during the
random motion of TCP, the error range remains in the same window of 0.1 to 0.28°.

From the above error plots, there is a possibility that the deviation of joint movements
is due to acceleration or deceleration values. As the joint moves from 0 to 80°, the error also
increases. However, after attaining a particular value, the error gradually decreases if the
movements remain in that range. In addition to this, it is observed that the error across the
J4–J6 joint is more as compared to J1–J3 joints, as the movement across J4–J6 varies more
abruptly in the range of 0–100° as compared to J1 to J3 movement pattern, which is smooth,
and its range of motion is less (0–30°) compared to other joints.
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Figure 15. Difference between Commanded (IK) and Executed (FK) joint angles.

4.3. Joint Movement Analysis of Digital Twin and FANUC Robot

We used a real robot of FANUC (model M-10ia/12), as shown in Figure 16. Further,
we tested another random trajectory generated by a digital platform and executed it on a
real robot.

Figure 16. Real robot M-10ia/12 (FANUC).

Figure 17, compares the error between joints angles of commanded data which is
generated in Unity via VR movement and executed data on Roboguide and robot. In this
paper, we referred to PR as a PR on Roboguide, which is a simulation software of FANUC.
However, we further tested the program on the actual FANUC robot also. Figure 17a
shows a random path execution on the FANUC robot, and Figure 17b shows roboguide
simulation joint error. The joint error in both cases is almost the same, except the rising and
falling edges are sharp in actual robot joint angle movement. Apart from slight deviation
in joint angle errors, the range of error is slightly increased in the case of the actual robot.
As Figure 17a shows, the error touches the value of 0.3°, whereas the roboguide simulation
shows the maximum value of 0.28°.
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(a) Trajectory on FANUC robot.

(b) Random trajectory on simulation software (Roboguide).

Figure 17. Trajectory comparison between FANUC Robot and FANUC simulation software (Roboguide).

5. Discussion

Here, we discuss the solution/framework developed in this work. The model prepared
in this experimentation is a sustainable solution, in a way that it is independent of the robot
model (see Section 5.1 for detail). Additionally, we showed some advantages of using VR
interface for programming robot and how it can benefit in various challenging tasks using
Used Case scenarios in Section 5.2.

5.1. Sustainable Solution For FANUC Robots

The software components under this experimentation are developed in such a way that
we can generalize this implementation process for any FANUC robot. The generalization
provides sustainability for programming a wide range of FANUC robots. This Digital Twin
model removes the overhead of spending time to learn robot programming and obtaining
technical details and can provide a friendly environment for even first-time users. To
extend the solution developed in this paper, there are a few steps that need to be followed.
The first step towards establishing Digital Twin is to develop a 3D animated compatible
robot, which can be done by following the steps defined in Section 3.2.2 (Model Rigging).

After importing the 3D animated robot developed above, it can be imported in Unity,
and other scripts that are developed in this work can be simply plugged into any digital
and PR model. This provides a generalized solution for the entire range of FANUC robots.
However, this solution has a limitation that it may not be compatible with other robotic
manufacturer companies, such as KUKA, NACHI, ABB, YASKAWA, etc.
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5.2. Use Case Scenarios

The concept of Digital Twin has applications in vast domains, such as Industry Plan-
ning, production estimation, medical division for remote surgery, robot trajectory simula-
tion, etc. Here, we discussed a few applications that give a more specific idea about VR
environment utilization and the benefits of Digital Twin two-way communication. These
applications include trajectory programming for complex edges and space-constrained
environments and generating synthetic data for machine learning applications for robotic
programming, such as robot perception models.

5.2.1. Trajectory Planning for Complex Edges

Pointing/guiding a PR end-effector at a particular position and its orientation can be
a difficult or time-consuming task via a manual programming method. One such setup is
shown in Figure 18. The edges of the component that requires high accuracy take a lot of
time and often lead to minor adjustments. This rework can be avoided by visualizing the
component details in a VR environment, where we can clearly see the detailed 3D view of
the region of interest and move the VR hand around it.

Figure 18. VR Environment for programming an engine component.

5.2.2. Program Creation in Space Constrained Surroundings

The space required or available for a new setup is always a challenge for factories and
manufacturing units. This pushes the limits and demands a minimum space acquisition
for setting up robotic/machine cells. Here, the capability of a virtual environment can be
used to create a motion path in constrained spaces and simulate the feasibility of setting up
a physical system.

Figure 19 shows a setup of a tank welding application. Here robot bench and com-
ponent are closely placed. Such setup creates difficulties in creating or troubleshooting a
robot’s motion path. However, performing this task in a virtual environment provide a
safe and well-defined environment for human–robot interaction.
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Figure 19. Robotic operation in constrained space.

5.2.3. Training Robotic Operations via Machine Learning

Currently, as we are trying to deploy robots for a broad range of applications, such
as warehouse operations, agriculture, kitchen work, etc., the main challenge for making
applications with a robot is to teach it for a dynamic handling environment. The process of
teaching a robot can be done by creating synthetic data using a VR setup. Let us consider
agriculture applications. To operate robots in an open environment, we have to gather
data for the robot vision system under different illumination intensities. This environment
is easy to create in a gaming engine as compared to capturing data in a real scenario.
Gathering data in real scenarios can be time-consuming and costly.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we successfully created a Digital Twin model of an industrial robot. The
developed digital model communicates with the PR using client–server architecture via
socket messaging. By integrating VR in a digital environment, we tested robot trajectory
programs. The trajectories that are created in a virtual environment are easy to follow in a
PR. In addition to this, we analyzed the accuracy of the trajectories executed in the PR as
well as in Roboguide simulation software in comparison to the data generated via a VR
environment, which was developed in this experimentation.

Based on the developed Digital Twin model for industrial robots, our contribution
towards research enhancement can be summarized as follows: (1) Online motion between
the virtual environment and PR for desired trajectories, and a generalized program was
created on the PR for repetitive motion execution. (2) Ease of programming for complex
edges and space-constrained environments: Based on the survey, we can confidently
conclude that the VR environment was easy to operate and highly interactive for robot
programming as compared to other available programming tools. (3) Communication
across different platforms (Dot Net and Karel) was established.

The simulation analysis showed the latency of approximately 40 ms (milliseconds)
with an error range of −0.28 to 0.28° across the robot joint movements in a simulation
environment and −0.3 to 0.3° across the actual robot joint movements. Therefore, with
this latency and accuracy, we can utilize this model effectively for industrial applications.
However, for high precision control, there is a need to smooth out the joint movements by
implementing a smoothing function or other algorithms.

Limitations: There are a few limitations of this work as this work can only be
copied/applied to FANUC robots. On the robot side, the scripts were developed in KAREL
language, which is native to FANUC robots only. As per our knowledge, the KAREL
platform is not being used by any other robot manufacturer company. However, this
limitation can be removed with work to establish communication with other manufacturer
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robot libraries. Some of them provide Dot Net libraries or Java-based APIs to interact and
establish communication and control joint movements.

Future Work: Gaming platforms are loaded with many features that can be extended
to an industrial environment. One such example is the multiple user single-server virtual
reality system. There are several networking games where players from different locations
create their virtual avatars and interact in a simulated environment. The same concept can
be implemented in the industrial environment via a game engine. The main advantage of
this is a better understanding of the problem. For example, suppose there is a robot that is
installed at a remote location, and you, as a service provider, must listen to and understand
the customers and also help them to solve the problem.

Assisting over telephonic discussion takes a great deal of time to obtain a gist of the
problem as a client is less likely to be comfortable with technical terms and may land on
different understanding nodes. However, having a Digital Twin model eases the process of
explaining and understanding the problem in a short span of time.

The accuracy of the trajectories generated via VR environment depends on human
hand movement, and most of the motion path appears rough compared to the trajectories
generated via simulation software. To overcome this, further work is required to smooth
the trajectories. This will help in utilizing the complete potential of the Digital Twin in a
broad range of application areas. At present, there is not much work that compares the
motion path between Digital and Physical models. At present, most of the focus is on
interaction system development with VR/Augmented Reality/MR.
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KAREL Programming Language based on PASCAL
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MR Mixed Reality
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